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In these times of financial uncertainty, dressing to impress hasn't been so important. . Chic
Simple DRESS SMART-MEN manuals men on how to dress to locate a job, keep your task, and
get yourself a better Job. Whether you're an architect, accountant, media producer, product
sales director, consultant, venture capitalist, office temp, engineer, teacher or corporate CEO,
it is critical to understand how to dress properly for your situation and your industry, which
publication provides the straight talk solution to the most regularly asked questions about
style at the job. Drawing on interviews from top professionals and their very own vast
knowledge via their book collection, AOL column, and InStyle regular advice section, veteran
design mavens Jeff Rock and Kim Johnson Gross put a sexy spin on the age-old query of how
to dress for success. This title isn't just a follow-up to the effective Chic Simple Work Clothes.
It will answer the very real and continued interest in understanding the dynamics of dressing
in today's constantly changing business environment, changing the common Joe from geek to
GQ.
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great guidebook to dressing for men I bought this reserve for a library at a technical college
upon the recommendation of an older student. How you clothe themselves in work especially
corporate America has main implications on what you are seen in your projects place. Most
college students today seem totally clueless about function attire. Detailed with picture
examples and centered from uses in New Outfit for Success.. And those are the ones who've a
clue. I suspect this comes from all the socializing in sports acitivites. Nothing fits them;
Addresses casual and formal dress and also accessorizing. The nice issue about Chic Simple
Gown is that it is stuffed with photos of clothing - not models - clothing: coordinated and
grouped by function (business, informal, etc. The book is probably the best book available for
how to dress in 2006. I bought this book to contend with the younger business audience in
interviews. Overall, great book, I recommend. You ARE judged by the way you present
yourself. Mary Mac I love this book. Along with Chic Simple: Men's Closet, this book is a must
have got for your Men's Style Library. I especially like how that chapters are designed on
where you can focus purchases as your earnings increases.. I love this book, I really love the
coverage of extras and colors and overall traditional men’s styles and advice on styles. It even
covers shaving and other products. Great pictures and visible guides as well. Purchase it,
borrow it, get your hands on it in any manner you can, and examine it before the next job
interview. The best book in the marketplace for how to clothe themselves in 2006.) rendering
it easy to understand the book's tips. I strongly recommend this book to men wanting to win
by making the right impression. thanks amazon! Loaded with examples of conservative outfit
etiquette for the interview, workplace, and promotion within the ranks. It lacks empahsis on
the man tendancey to expect everyone showing involvement by dressing as well. I call this
the socially conditioning of men to check out a uniform dress code. The rest appear to think
putting on wrinkled cargo jeans with a t-shirt is doing fine, because they are their clean
clothing. It really is both a signals of person in your team and the oposing group. After
receiving the publication, I agree with his recommendation: this publication makes it simple for
a guy to dress himself successfully for the workplace. I suggest adjusting your look to each
circumstance: work, play, social lifestyle to give the best impression Required During
University and Prior to the Workplace! very informative and a necessity to anyone who doesnt
understand the american method of dressing. An excellent addition to my collection from the
same Author I specifically like how that chapters are designed on where you can focus .The
book has a mixture of pictures and descriptions, so that you can read slowly or rush to find the
main element details. Five Stars Book was in excellent condition and arrived quickly. Great
cost. Thanks! A must have for any gentleman ! In case you are currently working in a
professional setting, then set you back read this book..... a life-or-death must have i purchased
this book when i first got here in the US. i have read it like 3 times cover to cover already.
Mandatory read before getting into the workplace. They head out to interviews dressed
completely in gray and black but wearing tan sneakers. I think it is exceptional on style
representation of how males dress. Best wardrobe information! This is one of the best
investments for your bookshelf. It does not emphasis the uniform of an workplace. it's either
too big or too small. I have had students rush into the library on the way to a job interview,
clutching a tie bought moments before and begging one to help them put the thing on: they
have never worn a tie. I've several Chic Basic books and discover them extremely helpful for
daily practical application.
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